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Streaming Information Flow to the Pocket PC 2002

Resco's new role as e-integrator includes ensuring that a company's existing ERP and CRM
systems be incorporated with the possibility of transmitting sound and moving pictures directly
to Microsoft's new Pocket PC 2002. Those concerned by this solution are primarily the banking
and finance sectors, news agencies, and companies that have a strong need to receive news
rapidly.

Resco develops and integrates services for mobile units such as the Pocket PC 2002. Users of Pocket
PCs who are permanently connected are provided with the opportunity to receive important
information in real time via a simple and user-friendly interface, which in addition can adapt incoming
data to each relevant business.

 “We are committed to helping our customers receive the right information at the right time via any
device,” says VP Hans Lycke at Resco AB.

“Pocket PC 2002 has a great advantage in the marketplace, because it is designed to be the most
connected and expandable PDA available,” says Chris Hill, product manager of the Mobility Division
at Microsoft Corp. “We are pleased that Resco is taking advantage of the new feature-functionalities
of the Pocket PC 2002 by integrating ERP and CRM systems with live streaming information directly
to the Pocket PC 2002 software.”

Other product or service names mentioned herein are the trademarks of their respective owners.

For more information, please contact:
Resco: Kenth Juthberg - Resco Partner and Business Development Manager
Tel:  +46 708 903826
E-mail:  kenth.juthberg@resco.se

About Resco AB
Resco is a company within the IT sector with a focus on e-integration. The company combines IT and business systems with the Internet in
order to render our clients' companies' operations and interplay with their customers and the surrounding world more effective. Resco was
founded in 1982 and is currently located in Sweden, Finland and Germany. Resco holds a unique position in the market with approximately
540 specialists within business development, business systems, web technology, design, IT architecture and marketing communication. The
company has been listed on the Stockholm Stock Exchange since 1996. Further information about the company is available at www.resco.se.


